[Occupational satire in Bernardino Ramazzini's 'De Morbis Artificum Diatriba'].
The classic work on occupational medicine, Ramazzini's 'De morbis artificum diatriba' (1700), is viewed from the perspective of literary history. The rhetorical term "diatribe" refers to the ancient traditions of Roman satire and Cynic moral philosophy. The literary model for Ramazzini's compendium is found in books of trade (Ständebücher) of the 16th and 17th century, in which the occupations of the time are characterized and satirized according to their individual vices. These literary traditions allow one to read Ramazzini's 'Diatriba' as a critical satire of social relations. In the course of interpreting selected chapters, it will become clear that the occupational illnesses of the working people, besides standing in a causal relationship to the moral illnesses of the privileged, are emblems and allegorical expressions of the Baroque view of life.